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Introduction

Overview of Legal Liability

Though all individuals and organizations both commercial and non-commercial face liability
exposures for their activities, commercial organizations are exposed more to liability losses
than others. A liability loss is an amount that a person is required to pay as a result of legal
claim against him for his wrongful acts causing injury or damage to others. Wrongful acts
causing legal liability or claim may arise from any of the following bases:1. Torts or Common
Law 2. Statutes 3. Contracts. Each of the above general legal liabilities being the foundation
of commercial general liability is examined briefly before CGL is discussed.

Legal Liability Exposure on Torts or Common Law:

A tort is a wrongful act or omission-causing harm to others (negligence) or invading other’s
protected rights (nuisance). If someone’s acts of negligence or nuisance cause harms to
others, the law provides for remedy to the victim through an action for damages or
compensation. This is the legal liability exposure. Each and everyone in the society do have
such legal liability exposure and the degree of exposures varies with the nature and volume of
social or economic activity of the individual. An individual or organization can transfer such
liability exposure (only civil) to an insurance company through an appropriate liability policy.
The legal liability exposures may be grouped under the following major categories:

l Public Liability or Premises and Operation Liability

l Products liability or products and Completed Operations Liability

l Motor or Automobile Liability

l Marine or Watercraft Liability

l Workmen Compensation and Employers’ Liability
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l Professional Liability

l Commercial general Liability

l Clinical Trial Liability

l Directors’ and Officers’ Liability

In all the above liability exposures torts are fundamental origins of legal liability. Torts are
many, but commonly classified into i) Negligence, ii) Intentional Torts and iii) Strict Liability

Negligence or Unintentional Torts:

Negligence is a tort or a civil wrong determined under common law. Negligence is an
unintentional tort involving the failure of a person to exercise the degree of care that a reasonable
person would have exercised under similar circumstances to avoid doing harm to others. If a
person does something that a reasonably prudent person would not have done or if a person
fails to do something, that a reasonably prudent person would have done, such act of
commission or omission is considered negligence under common law.  As decided by Blyth
V Birmingham Waterworks co. (1856), “negligence is an omission to do something, which
a reasonable person, guided by those considerations, which ordinarily regulate the conduct of
human affairs, would do, or doing something, which a prudent and reasonable person would
not do.” “Each has a duty to his fellows so to regulate his actions the condition of his property
and the activities, as not to cause injury or damage to others .” Donoghue V. Stevenson.

(1932).

In order to succeed in an action against negligence the plaintive i,e the victim must prove the
following three aspects:

a) The defended owed a duty of care to the victim (the plaintiff)

b) There has been a breach of duty, and

c) He has sustained an injury or damage as a result of the breach

Negligence is the most common base for legal liability insurable under liability policy. The
onus of proof for negligence generally rests on the plaintiff. As mentioned earlier existence
of legal duty of care may arise from common law, statutes or contract. Here our discussion
is confined to negligence under common law only. The third part of the action for negligence
is damages, which are again two types—Compensatory Damages and Punitive Damages.
Again Compensatory damages are divided into two categories- Special damages and General
damages.
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Defenses to Negligence Actions:   In a negligence action for compensation, the plaintiff
has to prove all the three basic aspects or elements of Negligence. The defendant again may
take following defenses to avoid his legal liability for negligence:

l Inevitable Accident (Hidden defect in machinery)

l Act of God (Storm, earthquake, lightening)

l Emergency (out of eminent danger but not negligence)

l Contributory Negligence /Comparative Negligence (Blame to each other/ Atkins’
Law)

l Assumption of Risk (other than PLI Act Policy or Motor TP Policy providing no-
fault liability)

l Contracting Out  (Disclaimer Notices)

l Limitation  (Barred by law of limitation)

Intentional Torts:

In contrast to negligence there could be many torts, which may be intentional. Some of the
intentional torts are exemplified below:

1. Tort against Property: Nuisance, Trespass,

2. Tort against person: Libel, slander, defamation, battery, assault, false arrest etc.

3. Invasion of right of privacy

4. Misuse of Legal Process

Nuisance

It is also a tort implying a wrong done by one to a person by unlawfully disturbing   him in the
enjoyment of his property or in some cases in the exercise of the common right. Nuisance is
one area of law where the liability can arise even though one has taken all reasonable care.
As decided in Greenwood V Portwood, encroachment/ enlargement of tree roots in two
neighbouring property would cause liability of nuisance and once damage was proved by the
plaintive, the defended would automatically incur liability. Similarly escape of dust, fumes,
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and smells may bring legal liability nuisance of the offender. Importantly, if this activity does
not give rise to physical harm to the plaintive or to his property, there will be no indemnity
under the policy even though the defended may suffer financial loss by complying with
injunction if any.

Commercial General Liability

CGL policy covers a wide range of liability loss exposures of commercial organizations. The
loss exposures come under following broad categories:

1. Premises and Operation Liability Risks

2. Products and completed operations Liability Risks

3. Limited Contractual liability

4. Personal and Advertising injury liability

5. Medical payments

6. Supplementary Payments

The origins of liability in CGL Policy are  i) Common Law, ii) Contract and iii) Statute.
Common forms of Torts that are covered in CGL Policy are as usual Negligence, Nuisance
Trespass, Strict Liability, Libel and Slander, Liability for occupier’s premises

CGL policy first introduced in USA in 1941 has become the most trusted liability policy all
over the world because of its well-tested definitions, wordings, clauses etc. The first CGL
policy introduced in 1941 by the casualty insurers in USA was comprehensive in nature
and known as comprehensive general liability policy. In 1986 the comprehensive general
liability policy was replaced by the simplified CGL policy. In 1996 The American Association
of Insurance filed revised version of CGL policy on behalf of its member insurers with two
distinct version of the CGL forms- “Occurrence Version” and “Claim-made Version” .
They differ from each other with respect to the coverage of claim only in the following lines.

1. The occurrence version covers all bodily injuries or property damages that occur during
the policy period.

2. The claim-made version covers all bodily injuries or property damages that occur during
the policy period provided claims are made against the insured during the policy period.
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Except above difference in respect of coverage of claims, the two versions of CGL policy
are the same containing following main 6 sections in the policy.

Section I —Coverages

1. Coverage A-  Bodily Injury and Property Damage Liability

2. Coverage B- Personal and Advertising Injury Liability

3. Coverage C- Medical payments

4. Supplementary Payments

Section II —Who is an insured?

1. Individual—Named Insured and his spouse

2. Partnership—Partners and their spouses (only to the conduct of business)

3. Limited Liability Co. —Members of the company

Section III—Limits of Insurance

Section IV—Conditions

Section V—Extended Reporting Period

Section VI—Definitions

Coverages (Section I)

1. Insuring Agreement for Coverage A; Bodily Injury and Property Damage:

The provisions for coverage A consist of an insuring agreement and several exclusions. If a
claim made against the insured meets the entire criterion in the said insuring agreement and
does not come within purview of the specified exclusions, it is admissible subject to policy
terms and conditions. Again the Insuring Agreement has distinct parts;

i) An agreement to pay damages on behalf of the insured and

ii) An agreement to defend the insured against claims for damages under policy
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i) Duty to pay damages: Insurer’s duty to pay damages for the liability claims made against
the insured depends on the satisfaction of the following conditions

l Insured must be legally liable to pay damages

l The damages must result from bodily injury or property damage

l The bodily injury or damages must result from an occurrence of accident

l The accident must occur during policy period and in coverage territory

l The claim must be made against the insured during policy period (Claim-made version).

l Damages must be with in the terms and conditions

l Liability as per limits of insurance

The CGL policy contains an exclusion of bodily injury or Property damages intended by the
insured. For example;.if a building is set on fire on purpose by the insured, CGL policy will not
over any claim against him. It is very important to note the difference between intentional
acts and intentional torts.

ii) Duty to Defend: Coverage A Insuring Agreement also expresses the insurer’s right and
duty to defend the insured against any suit seeking damages for bodily injury or property
damage.  In determining whether the insurer has a duty to defend, consideration would be
based on the findings from the allegations expressed in the complaint or petition of the plaintiff.
The insurer shall not have any duty to defend if the allegations against the insured are not
covered by the policy. In USA, CGL form revised in 1996 contains the amended insuring
agreement to State that the insurer has no duty to defend the insured against any suit seeking
compensation for injury or damage to which the insurance does not apply.

Premises and Operations Liability (Public Liability)—Coverage A

It is the basic and common component of general liability. Before introduction of CGL cover
Public liability policy has been popular covering premises and operation liability. CGL cover is
still divided into two broad consideration for risk analysis and rating purposes; i) Premises and
Operation Liability and ii) Products and Completed Operation Liability. Generally a separate
rate is considered for each category. As we know, underwriting of premises liability insurance
is much more critical than property insurance. For underwriting this liability insurance, an
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exhaustive CASE (Circumstances, Activity, Security and Events) study is required to be
done to assess the liability exposures. The critical aspect of premises liability can be appreciated
from the following comparative study between property insurance and premises liability
insurance.

1. In property insurance liability of insurer is determined by terms and conditions of policy
while in liability insurance the amount payable by the insurer is determined primarily by the
liability of the policy holder to compensate the third party suffering loss, injury, or damages
due to his wrongful act and then by the terms and conditions of the policy covering the
legal liability of the insured.

2. In property insurance maximum liability of the insurer is determined on the basis of sum
insured along with the operation of the principal of contribution and subrogation while in a
liability policy provides an indemnity in respect of insured legal liability to the third party.

3. The legal liability may arise from the three principle causes namely,

a) The common law as decided by the courts over many years in view of the socio-economic
culture, conditions, and development.

b) Statutory liability as laid down by the Acts of Parliament.

c) The contractual obligation between the two parties (the insured and third party).

But the contractual liabilities as mentioned above in (c) are specifically excluded from the
covered afforded by most of the liability policy.

4. The public liability policy covers the only civil wrong either under common law (law of
torts)  or under statutes due to breach of duty by the policyholders, which may arise in the
forms of negligence, nuisance, trespass, strict liability causing bodily injury or damage to
the property of third party. The above basic elements of liability policy are being discussed
hereinafter. A commercial general liability also covers libel, slander or false imprisonment
over and above forms of liabilities.

Pollution Exclusions in Premises / Public Liability:

CGL policy provides for Absolute Pollution Exclusions. Bodily injuries or property damages
resulting from the release of pollutants are not admissible. But in many cases it is very
difficult to exclude all pollution incidents from the CGL cover under this clause. This Exclusion
contains some explicit exceptions as mentioned below:
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l Bodily Injury or property Damage by heat, smoke fumes emanating from a fire at the
premises where insured or contractor is working. Thus, smoke and fumes from a
hostile fire at the insured’s premises infiltrated a neighboring warehouse and caused
damage to the goods in the warehouse. The Insured’s CGL policy would cover claim
for such damages.

l Another express exception to such pollution Exclusions is coverage for bodily injury or
property damage resulting from the escape of lubricants or fuel needed for normal
function of mobile equipment.

l Third express exception to such absolute exclusion may be bodily injury caused by
smoke, fumes, vapor, or soot from equipment used to heat a building provided such
bodily injury must be sustained within building.

l Another exception to such exclusion may be relating to bodily injury or property damage
resulting from the release of pollutants at any place away from the named insured’s
premises where the named insured or his contractor is performing.

Products and Completed Operations Coverage

It is a component of Coverage A. It can be also purchased as a stand alone coverage. This
cover responds to claims for bodily injury or property damage arising out of the named insured’s
products or completed operations. Product Liability and Completed Operations Liability are
so similar that they are treated as components of one exposure. It is the legal responsibility of
the manufacturers, distributors, and retailer to ensure that the use of product will not harm
customers or users of the products. Product Liability lawsuits are based on negligence or
strict liability in tort or both. Under strict liability in tort, the conduct of the manufacture,
distributor or retailer is irrelevant and the focus is on the product itself and whether it was
unsafe. They could have used utmost care in making, designing the product.. However the
plaintiff must prove the following elements to succeed in against the defendants:

Products

1. The product was defective when it left the manufacturer’s or supplier’s place

2. The defective condition made the product dangerous

3. The defective product caused the plaintiff’s injury.
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Completed Operations

1. Injury or damage from work

2. Injury/damage must occur away from premises

3. Work causing injury completed or abandoned

Exclusions

l Work not yet completed or abandoned

l Products still in possession of the insured

Coverage Territory: The overage territory depends on the policy definition. If it is worldwide
the international waterways and international air space are also included in the coverage
territory. In this regard following two aspects deserve a special mention in respect of products
and completed operations:

1. Products made and sold by the insured in the basic coverage territory.

2. Activities of a person having home in the basic coverage territory are away from that on
his named business.

3. Extension of the coverage territory for the goods or products sometimes refer to as
worldwide product coverage.

For example, suppose Mr. X had brought some medicine made by a company in India before
he left for Australia on business tour. After arriving at Australia, Mr. X took medicine and
became ill. After completing the tour and returning India, he sued the pharmaceutical Co. Y
Ltd. for damage causing bodily injuries for the use of medicine. Will the CGL policy of Y Ltd.
cover the claim of Mr. X? Yes, since Y Ltd. sold the medicine in India provided it has taken
extension for world wide product coverage.

Premises Liability or Product Liability?

Sometimes, confusions arise as to the scope of liability in some cases and application of
insurance. To deal with the case, the underwriter needs to analyze situation very carefully.
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For example, while shopping in a furniture-store, Mr. X sat on a chair to discuss his requirement.
Due to defect in the chair, the back of the chair went out and Mr. X fell down and got injury.
The question that arises “Is the injury of Mr. X a Product Hazard?” Does a CGL policy cover
the damages? Even if the chair was a product of the Furniture Shop, the injury was not within
the products hazard as defined in CGL Policy for following two reasons:

l The chair was in the physical possession of the insured.

l The accident occurred at the named insured’s premises.

So Mr. X’s bodily injury will be covered under Premises and Operation of Coverage A. The
amount payable by insurer for such damages will reduce the General Aggregate limit, but not
the Products-Completed Operations aggregate Limit.

2. Personal and Advertising Injury (Coverages B)

This is under coverage B. This is considered to be a basic coverage under CGL.  Those who
do not need this cover can get it excluded by endorsement.  Under this cover the insurer
agrees to pay the sums that the insured becomes loyally liable to pay as damages.  The
insurer also agrees to defend the insured against any suit.  This cover will not respond to any
claim for bodily injury or property damage.  This cover applies to personal injury if the injury
is caused by an offense arising out of the named insured’s business excluding advertising,
publishing, broadcasting or telecasting done by the named insured. Coverage B applies to
advertising injury only if the injury is caused by an offense committed in the course of advertising
the named insured’s goods, products and services.  This cover is not appropriate for insuring
the advertising injury liability exposure of an advertising agency or other firm involved in
providing advertising services.

Examples of Personal injury:

l False arrest, detention or imprisonment;

l Malicious prosecution;

l The wrongful eviction or wrongful entry

l Defamation libel or Slander/ Product Disparagement

l Oral/ written publication damaging person’s privacy
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Examples of Advertising injury:

l Use of another’s advertising idea in advertisement

l Infringing on other’s copyright, trade mark or slogan

l Oral/ written publication of material that violates a person’s right of privacy

3. Medical Expenses Cover (Coverages C)

This coverage is not liability insurance in true sense.  Because the insured pay regardless of
whether the insured is legally liable for that.  This coverage is included in CGL Policy to give
relief to the insured by providing a small amount of compensation for settling minor injury
cases without having regard to his actual liability of the insured. This is viewed as a means of
making prompt settlement to the potential liability claimant in order to avoid possibly larger
liability in future.  It is inbuilt cover and can be deleted by endorsement.

The insurer agrees to pay medical expenses for bodily injury caused by an accident occurring
in or on the ways to premises that the insured owns or rents.   The accident must take place
in the CGL coverage territory and during policy period and medical expenses must be incurred
and reported to the insurer within one year upto the date of accident.  Bodily injury caused by
an accident that occurs away from the insured’s premises (example job site, where insured’s
contractor is working) is covered if the accident results from the named insured’s operations.

l Payments made regardless of fault.

l Payments within applicable limit of insurance.

l Reasonable expenses paid for;

-First aid administered during accident.

-Necessary medical, surgical, x-ray, dental  services etc

-Necessary ambulance, hospital, nursing professional and funeral services.

l Medical expenses payable for bodily injury caused by an accident:

-  On premises owned or rented;
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-  On ways next to premises owned or rented;

-  Because of operations;

Provided that –

(a) The accident in the coverage territory and during the policy period.

(b) The expenses incurred and reported within 30days of the date of accident.

(c) Submission for examination by physician as often as reasonably required.

4. Supplementary Payments

The supplementary Payment Section provides for the details of the cost that insurer will pay
with respect to (1) any claim to be investigated or settled by the insurer or any suit the insurer
defends the insured under either coverage ‘A’ or Coverage ‘B’.  The supplementary payments
may consist of the following.

a) All legal expenses such defense cancel fees.

b) Cost of bail bond related with bodily injury liability coverage

c) All reasonable expenses incurred by the insured at the request of insurer for investigation
or defense.

d) All court expenses, imposed against the insured

e) Prejudgment interest awarded against the insured relating to the judgment the insurer
satisfies.

Common Exclusions to CGL Cover

Following Exclusions define the scope of CGL Policy for bodily injury or property damages.
Again there are lots of express exceptions to such common exclusions:

a. Expected or Intended Injury

b. Contractual Liability

c. Liquor Liability

d. Workmen Compensation and similar laws

e. Employers’ Liability

f. Pollution Liability

g. Aircraft, Auto or Watercraft
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h. Mobile Equipment

i. War Warlike action or Insurrection, Rebellion

j. Damage to owned/ rented/ occupied property

k. Damaged own product

l. Damage to own work

m. Damage to Impaired Property or Property not physically Injured

n. Recall of Products, Work or Impaired Property

o. Electronic Data

Claims Made vs. Occurrence Based Policy
The most commonly accepted form of CGL policy is written on  “Claim-Made Basis” as
opposed to being written on an “Occurrence Basis” With a claim-made policy, a claim is
covered under the policy in effect at the time the claim is made provided the injury has
occurred during the period of  insurance and after retroactive date. In the Claims-made
coverage form, Coverage A and Coverage B are both subject a claims-made coverage
trigger. The basic requirement of the claim made trigger is that the claim for bodily injury or
property damage (or personal injury or advertising injury) must be first made against any
insured during either the policy period or an extended reporting period provided that the injury
or damage must have occurred before the end of the policy period and after the retroactive
date provided in the policy. In Occurrence based policy event giving rise to the claim must
occur during policy period and the insurer would respond whenever the claim is thereafter
made on the insured. The occurrence-based policy covers injury that occurs during policy
period regardless of when claims are made. A claim made today for injury that occurred
30years ago could be covered under occurrence-based policy that was in effect in 30yrs
before. As this occurrence version of CGL policy is long-tail claims oriented, determination
of cost and management of claims are the major problems for the insurers. The insurers
cannot predict the cost for pricing risks for such liability exposures. Occurrence trigger cover
has become very costly and difficult for Lloyds’ underwriters for their liability cover for
industry of asbestos and other harmful substances in 1980s and onwards. To address such
problems insurers developed Claim-made policy. Many underwriters believe that the
occurrence form of CGL policy is not suitable for certain type of risks. In many countries
both the versions of CGL (Claim-made and Occurrence-based) are in use.

Occurrence Based/ Occurrence Trigger

l Injury or property damage must occur during policy period

l Policy responds to a legal liability of the insured for a particular claim even if made
many years after the policy ends if injury or damage occurs during policy period.
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For instance, suppose M/s A & Co had been purchasing insurance policy from Insurer ‘X’
since January1, 2000 which was the retroactive date. Thereafter, policy has been renewed
as per following details:

On 1.1.04 new policy was purchased from Insurer ‘Y’

On 1.1.05 fresh policy from insurer ‘Z’.

On July 1,’05 a customer against A&Co made a claim for an injury occurred on Oct1,’04 for
the use of his product manufactured in December 2003. Which insurer X, Y or Z is to pay the
claimant’s damage?. Injury occurred in 2004 while Y’s policy was in force, Y would respond
the claim though claim made in 2005. This Policy would respond to claims even many years
after policy period if accident occurred in policy period.

Claims-Made wording mandates that;

l The event giving rise to the claim should have occurred during the period of insurance

l Claim should be made during policy period

l Period of insurance is determined as period between the date of inception of the First
Claims Made policy (continued without a break) and expiry of the current policy

Claims-made policy may be issued with i) No retroactive date or ii)  A retroactive date same
as the policy inception date or iii) A retroactive date preceding the policy inception date.

Now if there is no retroactive date, policy will cover claims first made during the policy
period regardless of when the injury occurred.  When policy is issued with specific
retroactive date, the policy will cover claims first made during the policy period only if the
injury occurred on/after retroactive date. When retroactive date is advanced, the new
policy will cover claims made during the new policy period provided the injury has occurred
after retroactive date though before inception date.

As an example, we suppose that Mr. X purchased one-year claim-made product policy from
RI Insurance with an inception date of January1, 2004 being the retroactive date. On Jan. 1,
2005, a fresh policy was purchased from PI Ins. Co. for one year with retroactive date of
Jan.1, 2005. On July1, 2005 claim was made against Mr. X for an injury occurred on Oct1,
2004 for the use of product manufactured in December 2003. Now questions come; i) Would
2005 policy of PI Insurance cover claim?. No, 2005 policy of PI will not respond even though
the claim occurred during policy period as injury occurred before retroactive date. ii)Would
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2004 policy of RI Insurance Co. cover claim?. No, 2004 policy of RI will not respond even
though the injury occurred within retroactive as claim was made in 2005 (after policy period).

Limits of Insurance (Section III)

Limits of insurance in CGL Policy require discussion on the following limits and aspects:

i) General Aggregate Limit for damages payable i) for bodily injury or property damage
in premises and operation liability, but not damages for ‘Products and Completed Operations’
under Coverage A, ii) for personal and advertising injury liability under Coverage B and iii)
Medical expenses under Coverage C

ii) Product and Completed Operation Aggregate Limit for damages payable for
‘Products and Completed Operations’ under Coverage A

iii)Each Occurrence Limit  specifies the maximum amount of damages payable under
Coverage A and Coverage C.  for any one occurrence.

iv)Personal and advertising injury Limit  specifies the maximum amount of damages
payable for personal and advertising injury sustained by any one person or organization
under Coverage B for any one occurrence.

v) Fire Damage Limit specifies the maximum amount payable by the insurer for damages
resulting from any one fire covered by Fire Legal Liability Coverage.

vi)Medical Expenses Limit specifies the maximum amount payable by the insurer under
Coverage to any one person. Let us consider the following example to explain this. CGL
Policy of X Ltd provides the following insurance limits.

a. General Aggregate…                        Rs. 1000000

b. Product Comp. Aggregate                 Rs. 1000000

c. Each Occurrence                              Rs. 500000

d. Personal &Adv. Injury Rs. 500000

During the policy period from 1.1.06 to 31.12.06, X Ltd experienced and paid following
liability claims for damages for seven different occurrences for determining the liability of
insurers, we need to tabulate the damages against occurrence type.
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Damages Occurrence Type

1. Rs. 350000 Operations in Premises

2. Rs. 500000 Products

3. Rs. 600000 Personal and Advertising injury

4. Rs. 300000 Personal and Advertising injury

5. Rs. 200000 Products and Completed Operations’

6. Rs. 400000 Products and Completed Operations’

7. Rs. 3000 Medical Payments

Thus, the liability of Insurer will be determined as below:

1. Rs. 350000 payable from General Aggregate Limit

2. Rs. 500000 payable from Product and Completed Operation Aggregate Limit

3. Rs. 500000 out of Rs. 600000 payable from General Aggregate Limit (Bal. Rs150000)

4. Rs. 150000 out of Rs. 300000 payable from General Aggregate Limit (Bal. Rs150000)

5. Rs. 200000 payable from Product and Completed Operation Aggregate Limit.

6. Rs. 300000 out of Rs. 400000 payable from Product &Completed Operation Aggregate
Limit

7. Rs. 3000 not payable as there is no bal in General Aggregate Limit,

The above example has made the application of insurance limits very clear and will help the
underwriters to decide the limits for determination of exposures and determine rates, terms
therefore accordingly.

Fire Legal Liability Coverage

Fire Legal Liability Coverage is mentioned at the end of exclusions for Damage to Property
under Coverage A, which states that. “…Paragraphs of this exclusion do not apply to damage
by fire to premises while rented to you or temporarily occupied by you with permission of the
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owner…” It is subject to separate limit of insurance as specified in limits of insurance. This
limit is generally lower than per occurrence limit. Thus salient aspects of this cover are:

l Part of Premises and Operation Coverage, but a distinct coverage

l Rented to or temporarily occupied by the named insured with the owner’s permission

l Subject to Separate limits to be specified in limits of insurance

l Subject to exclusions for expected or intended injury or contractual

Following example will explain the calculation of insurers’ liability. X Ltd. leased one room in
a big building in Delhi for his shop of motor spare parts. Due to negligence of an employee the
rented premises caught fire and damage occurred for Rs. 200000 for the rented one and Rs.
400000 for other parts. Workers in other shops got injury and Claimed for Rs. 100000. If Fire
Damage Limit is Rs. 500000, each occurrence limit Rs. 500000 & aggregate Rs. 20 L.

Nature of Loss Loss Claimed Loss payable

1. Damage to rented premises 200000 50000

2. Damage to rest of building 400000 400000

3. Bodily Injury 100000 50000

Total Rs. 500000

CGL Policy Conditions (Section IV)

This section addresses various matters, such as the insured’s duties in the event of occurrence,
claim, or suit, the insured’s right to sue the insurer, principle of contribution, subrogation etc.

a) Duties of the Insured after occurrence, Offense, Claim or Suit —

l Immediate Notice,

l Contents in notice—time, place and cause of occurrence, names and address of insured
persons and witnesses, nature and location of injury or damage etc.

l Others

b) Legal Actions against the insurers providing for procedure and on agreed settlement
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c) Other Insurance mentioning  Primary Insurance, Excess Insurance and method of sharing

d) Premium Audit:  Provision for computation of final premium after audit for adjustment
against advance premium and for due return of excess premium if paid in advance and for
recovery of the shortage, if any.

e) Representations: Statements in the policy issued are based on the insured’s
representations.

f) Separation of Insured: Application of insurance to each insured separately against whom
claim is made

g) Renewal of Policy: Providing rule and procedure for non-renewal of policy (by notice
before 30days)

h) Transfer of Recovery Rights: The insured will bring suit or transfer those rights to in
surer

i) Bankruptcy:  Insolvency of insured will relieve insurer of their obligation under coverage
part.

Extended Reporting Periods (Section V)

A claim-made CGL policy provides for two extended reporting period: I) Basic Extended
Reporting Period and ii) Supplemental Reporting Period.

i. Basic Extended Period is provided automatically without any additional premium if the
policy is cancelled or not renewed or the insurer renews the policy with later retrospective
date or with occurrence base. With such extension policy will cover claims made against the
insured within 5 years for the occurrence within policy period and reported within 60 days
from expiry. It does not increase Limits of Insurance or apply to claims to be covered by
subsequent policy.
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Application: X was insured by a Claim-made CGL policy issued by P Ins. Co. During renewal
X Ltd purchased an Occurrence CGL Policy from R Ins. Co. 40 days after the claim-made
policy expired, the insured (X) came to know about an injury that occurred one week before
the expiry of claim-made policy. X immediately reported the occurrence to P Ins.Co. and R
Ins.Co. 1 year later the insured person finally made claim against X. Now question comes as
to which insurance co. will respond to the claim?. As the basic extended reporting period was
in effect, because claim-made period was not renewed and claim was for bodily injury caused
by an occurrence reported to P Ins. Co within 60 days of the expiry of the policy, P’s policy
will respond to the claim.

ii. Supplemental Extended Reporting is granted under the same circumstances as above
provided the named insured requests in writing within 60 days from the expiry of policy and
pays an additional Premium specified by the insurer. The supplemental tails begins when
basic tails ends and it continues indefinitely for the occurrence reported to the insured within
60 days, but did not result into claims even after 5 years.

Section VI –Definitions

In this section various terms like i) Advertisement, ii) Auto, iii) Bodily Injury, iv) Coverage
territory, v) Employee, vi) Executive Officer, vii) Hostile fire viii) Impaired property, ix) Insured
Contract x) Lease Worker, xi) Loading and Unloading, xii) Mobile Equipment xiii) Occurrence,
xiv) Personal & Advertising injury xv) Pollutants, xvi) Products &Completed Operations
hazards, xvii) Property Damage, xviii) Suit, xix) Temporary Worker, xx) Voluntary Worker,
xxi) Your Product, xxii) Your Work etc are properly defined.  The above terms used anywhere
in the policy will be interpreted as per the definitions provided in this section.

Conclusion:

This article has highlighted only a few fundamental technical aspects of commercial general
liability policy, which is in great demand for large and multinational companies. In view of
new dimensions of  legal liability exposures arising from diversification, technology development,
sweeping changes in market conditions in market risks and human risks, business organisations
prefer CGL policy to public liability policy and product liability policy separately. This article
will be a good guide to underwriters as well as business houses for effective transfer of
liability risks.
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